The score is transposed.

A performance of the piece lasts approximately 45-50 minutes.

It is important that the whole ensemble play non vibrato throughout the entire performance. Each performer should be aimed for, for example, to develop a common pace. Each page of the score contains performance instructions to be performed consecutively, and the duration of each section.

Performance Instructions

The score consists of sixteen pages, forming sixteen sections to be performed consecutively. Each page contains performance instructions on how to perform them. Instructions (eight musicians)
EVERYONE: non vibrato throughout the entire work!
STRINGS: ord. - ord., very slowly ad lib.
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弦乐部分
Duration ≈ 2.30
duration ≈ 3’30’’
Suggested point of transition to the following section

STRINGS: ord. sul tasto. ord. slowly ad lib.

Duration ≈ 4'}
Duration $\approx 2'$. Suggested point of transition to the following section.